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1. I have described how the personal and the universal

mutually require each other within the commitment situation. ~

<l' subjective state is raised to t he level or a personal commitment--
by the sct of submitting to something held to be universally

,lid. .w-~ h...A
binding~ end (while the person~emerges by xk. recognising an

absolute, ~t constitutes itself as the ultimate witness thereoff.

Thus ev"ry intellectual commitment oft'ers in miniature

all the main fentuees of the paradox
give themselves who~ to a cause. to
other transcendent obligation, do so

of dedication. Those who
df-the cause of God orAany

under a compelling necessity;
they follow the dictates of their consienee. Yet at the Bame

moment they rise to the highest measure of independence, for

it is their own conscience which has gained supreme power over

them. In every personal belief there is the same paradoxical

combination of utmost passivity with intensely personal

responsibility. The words 'I believe' can be paraphrased by

'I am in a state of belief' to express the fact that I have no

choice but to believe; but this can bet legitimately expanded

to B"ying: "I have committed myself to a state o'fbelief" in

order to express that I take responsibility for accepting the
belief which I cannot help holding.

Both aspects must be present whenever a bellef is sincerely

heln. If 'I believe' wer" trUly trsnsitiv.~, believing would
\~ibe arbitrary; if it were lnftrsnSit1ve, beHevlng would ~

be Jlresponsible. The flduciary mode acknOWledging a state

of commitment Bhould keep the ~ct of believing balsneedln its

true position; or - more preelsely - ln what I belleve to be
lts true posltion.

f/.A.
2. Slnce~two poles of commitment, the personal and
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it is their own conscience which has gained supreme power over

them. In every personal belief there is the same paradoxical

combination of utmost passivity with intensely personal

responsibility. The words 'I believe’ can be paraphrased by

'I am in a state'of belief* to express the fact that I have no
jy\.c/t Hygvc

choice but to believe; but this can beX legitimately expanded

to saying: "I have committed myself to a state of belief" in

order to express that I take responsibility for accepting the

belief which I cannot help holding.

Both aspects must be present whenever a belief is sincerely

held. If *1 believe' werÿ truly transitivA/rf, believing would

be arbitrary; if it were intransitive, believing would
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its true position.
Ha,

2. Sinceÿtwo poles of commitment, tiie personal and
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the universal are logically complementary, we may expect them
to arise simultaneously from an antecedent state of subjectiYity.
That is in fact how the child's early intellectual development
has been described by psychologists. The early behaviour of

children indicates that they live in a world of their own which
they believe to be shared by everybody else. "If a child believes
that rivers flow backwards, he will see the Seibe and the Rhone

•

flowing backwards towards their sources; if he believes the
sun to be elive, he will see it walking about on the sky; if
he believes it inanimate he will see it always moti5nless,etc"
writes J.Piaget.x) \Vhen small children talk in the company
of other children, it is impossible to say whether they speak
to themselves or address the others. The child always believes

I,

I ft

himself to be
make himself

understood and
xx)understood.

therefore can make no effort to

called'entistic' by Bleuler
This stage of infancy has been,and'ego-centric by Piaget; but the

insufficient distinction between self and non-self which underlies
the Bhild's state of mind here might as well be described as
cself-less~

• We may say that at the early stage in question, the child
is not yet capable of commitment to ~e extent to which its
later development enables ~lmto engage in it. So long, or insofar
as the external and internal woold of the child are not felt to•

conflict with each other, there has not arisen any effective
polarisation along the dimension of self and no~-~elf and hence

- ~~ 1- It...:..~ tftV""..,u tiJu,~.no committal of self to o8R8epUQRB af,(hon-llf can ..aSQ7,( As
the polarisation increases, occasions for the counterprocess
of commitment also become increasingly apparentj 4s we become

••d~ided from the outside world, we achieve a personality capable
of giving itself consciously to beliefs concerning that world

+ "Language and Thought",p.183 Rx loc.cit.pp.99-10l
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3. Before trying to define more closely the ultimate
structure of commitment I shall describe some more of lts
different aspects. Iheve said that conscious commitment is

B responsible action to which w~et~p~~~'~, f•• i compelled.
But there is B sense ln which ell co~mitment is a gamble; lndeed
a gemb.~ with ln~eflnlte stakes for indeterminate prlzes. Columbus
sailed out to find a Western route to the Indies; in this he

failed and after repeating his voyage three times to pro_e that
4.~)

he had reached tft8~ he died in shame for having discevered
only Amerlca. Yet Columblls did not merely blunder lnto Amerlca.
He was wrong in acceptlng on the evidence of Toscanelll's map
that the Westward distance i.Japan from Spain was only twlce
that of the Azores. but he was rlght ln concludlng that Japan
could be reached from the West. He staked his 11fe and reputation

~ whet appear now to be lnsuffieient grounds for an unattainable
f,.o. r''1.eprize, butiwon anothe ~instead. far greater than he was ever

to realise. He had commltted himself to a belief which we now
recognise as a small distorted fragment of the truth,but whlch
impelled him to make a move in the right direction; it was right
to assume from what he knew that the road to discovery lay ln
the West. If within his limited and rather mercenary out~ook
he failed to recognise the vastness of the possibilities on ~
which he WBS embarking, we may say today that the vision which
gUided him was betoDd his own comprehension.

Thls description seems to me applicable to all great
discoveries in science. In abandoning the Ptol'me~view and
adopting his heliocentric system, Copernicus was gUided by a
vision which his own cycles and eplcycles
quat Ly, Had he 11ved another ~ years to

expressed but inade-
hear thea;nnouncement

of Kepler's lews, he would have rightly claimed thrt these
confirmed his own surmise and revealed that its trup content
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WAS different from What he hed tho~ght and greater than he had
"!Krealised. And had Kepler lived another ~ years after his

discovpry and reAd Newton's-Principia". he would have been
amosed to be fAced with A Ire-phrasing of his own laws in the

to At.d.......
wider context of general gravitation and "'w')(p?Qosniliul that
by his laws he hod anticipated one aspect of this greater truth.

~I hAve s~oken before in MSte ~eftepel~...a of the-~
"powers df scientific conceptions to penetrate indefinitely

beyond their originally perceived import. )I-h8ue 4eeorfbed
this aa the cApacity of an interpr~ti~frameWOrk,.as for
example the atomic theory of mAt~r;-to produce ever new

cr-surprising evidence in its4support and of Bssimila ing other
~ new experience by continually correcting and deepening its

c.o.l:1a..tifue.llt-suppuaitiGRs.•,The continuity of natural science
on which the very existence of science as a systemAtic entity

l4
depends. w~ -Ree!l"t~ inherent in this hidden fore-knowledge

Ikr. I. ,J.(., h'''Y' Mt4 i1/ 14 ~ .. t::! J." ..
of yet unf,,'t;homeddeptnswh c (science (;'ee'vvee;BIl~ei;;tm~:'S:4!l'W:~"P

. .J Frl fA... eo... t.-..-.o.d
~-i~981'lN!,s.A. ~",cultiv"'t1on of science

•
~ which will be revealed in its turn by the work of future

investigators.
The presence in the established body of science of such

~c-
hidden intimations bears witness to the (process by which Bcience

~~~~8~ft~-~5£iv8AsysteM~f eefto.,t'... ssumes that
• 1~ J I

·~~~~~t~o nArbour still more such foreknowledge.

cornea into existence. Each particle of science first comes
•

to light dimly in the mind of its prospective discoverer as
~a hidden intimation of itself. ~ of this embyonic vagueness

is eliminated later when demonstrable conclusions are reAched.
~~-&...

but 1t is ~ ..@1IJ'Sft<i:r'izt that a residue of anticipation remains
concesled;in them which lends them unsuspected powers o~
furth~r ~evelo~ment.
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AS*UZAJ-T
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further development. * M v
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-- -) The active Bcienti~ic investiga~or stakes bit by bit the

~
whole of his pro~essionBI li~e on a series o~~shepeless surmises
end this dey-to-day gamble represents his most responsible
activity. It ta~s to the utmost his capacities as a scientist
and o~ten absorbs his energies beyond repair.

I have Bpokeno~ this before and repeat it here only
to round off this aspect o~ commitment,as illustrated by the
example of scientific discovery. It shows t& us the creative
mind deciding on grounds which are admittedly in1uf~icienttwhen

~examined from outside~the commitment situetion,to embrace beliefs
the contents o~ which are vague and often appear later to go
fIJI'beyond' the understanding of those who originally fOrmtl1eted

,

• and expounded them.
r

'" I ' Commi tment
could have exemplified

~--,'t....:..r.,.,...".~~~:.:.::::.-,...-_?
is in this sense always ultra vire~
this by qlloting Hume' s criti'1ue of

I

I •

inductive inference. I preferred to introduce my argument by
the more dramatic eVidenc("""'ri1T;ete~TI.'ht:::;1":':e~-::t~ t4

If. d,;,(,O ~ I

~ ",scientific lifer-in the hope thAt this may bring out by
correspondence som~~a~ures of the4[ 51 inductive process

<k~~c:..a
which otherwise do not so readilyJtrike the eye.z~ inductive

•
.......~-t~(f..

inference is in the nature of a guess, inasmuch aSL-- subsequent
reflection we shall always find that the evidence 08 which we

based it was not inescapable. Moreover, inductive generalisations
are always some hat indeterminate.
mortal' this sounds clear enough,
~!j!y in a fairly de~inite manner.
sey what is exactly excluded i~ it

When you ssy 'all men are
~r the dying of men occursr --,~'~...t-~~
Butta. ' im~ossib1e to

be true that all men are
mortal. It does not exclude that a man may live a million
years. It is compatible With any instance o~ longevity which

does not eAtend to the end of ti~ and since we cannot ever
beRch the end of t1me it would not be controverted by experience

I
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even though some men were actually immortal. We see that even
~
~ most obviously sensible empirical generalisations carry
their true import in~orm of tacit assumptions of which we
remain unaware 80 long as the statement is not put to the test

in respect to them.
4. Yet another aspect of the indeterminacy of intellec-

tual commitments m~y be added here under the general heading
of'trans~er! ~fuenan animal or a human recognises a sign-
event relation, or invents a means-ends relation or interprets

•alternative part-whole relations, his mind works within the

framework of a given p~oblem situation presumed to be fixed.
Having mastere~ this he may s~bsequently come up against an
indefinite range of other problem situations which in certain
respects may be said to resemble, in others to contrast with those
previously encountered. Take an example at the lowest level of
animal life. An earthworm was taught in afarnaus exper1Bent of
Yerkes' to take the right turn at the branching of a T shaped tube -
through the stem of which it was ,made to crawl - QY inflicting on
it an electric shock whenever it tried to penetrate into the left
branch • It took about 100 trials to establish th~s habit. A

later investigator L. Heck co~firmed this experiment and carried
it a stage further. After the earthworm's training was completed,
he inverted the conditions~
(between right and left. The new problem set to the worm was

it J. stillthe reverse of that which 1* had first solvea. but it resembled
it in the fact that one branch of the tUbe WAS painful to
enter and the other had no suvh sting in it. The earthwormi'a
behaviour in this second test was determined both by the

contrast and the similarity of the two consecutive nroblems.
At first the worm consistently turned to th~~7¥AieA
it was no~met with an electric shock. During this phase

~
its previous treining may be said tQ~e.ercisata misleading
effect on it. But presently (after about 30 runs) the worm

—
(m ft'Jtny X,VGC«.a
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began to turn with increasing frequency into the branch now
free from electrical obstruction and it eventually acquired
thp.habit of turning, in the direction opposite to that which
it had been trained to take'in the first place, within 8 much
shorter series of trials than it had taken to establish the
original Daverse habit. The primary training which taught
the worm to turn in one direction thus proved 8 powerfUl help
in training it subsenuently to turn in the opposite direction.
The similarity which the second problem bears to the first

/asserted itself therein.~
Thus every intellectual commitment establishes a bias

in res~~ct to an indefinite range of subseouently arising
4.~

problems,fwhlch may be either a help or 8 hindrance in finding
a solution for these. This is called 'transfer' and described
as positive or negative transfer, according tovhether it helps

2'Since the range of problems which may ariae inor hinders ...
future is unlimited and totally unpredictable, the biss which
we adopt in respect to these problema by committing ouraelves
to any particular belief today is eoually inexhaustible and
unpredictable. Confrontation with these problems may bring
to light an indeterminflte range of hidden implications that
Are inherent in any of our present belief~

,/
The examples I have given before from the history of

science to show that the true and deeper meaning of great
discoveries was orten realised only much later in a context
which lay fer beyond their originally enVisaged scoue, are
instances of Dositive transfer. I could give counterexamples,
representing negative transfer, where discovery WAS hempered

by previous scientific generalisations.
Galileo and Gassendi laid d vffi as a foundation of modern -science

The Democritan theory whic

hampered the discovery of t~e electron. The scientific method may
be said to be ju~tified extent to which the body of

time has proved SUbsequentlyscientific oeliefs held
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in respect to hitherto unexpioredto include true
constituted by an indefinibr series of positive transfers, which

utilise the solutions of e lier s;ientific problems'for~the
•solution of later scientific problems.

A continuousty' "~reative 'pro,cess
G· 187

is similarly constituted

by the CODmon Law in respect to:::::>--

Chaicial 'Jroblems. It is based on the assumption that the

correct decisi~n ofiany new case brought into court can be
filA-

foun1 by extencing ~~the practice embodied in previously
t.~ ..

decic'ledcoses, ThisLpr'lctice is br-ought to light for the
.u..., 4a:..

purpose of the case in hand by reg~rding ~Lagainst the back-
Ci.. ..-t e...- _

ground of ~ast decisions. itLis analy8led in terms of

similarities which tend to assimilate it to some and of

differences which discriminate it fro~ othe~ relevant pre-

~ ceeente, This proceas is creative and continuous to the

extent to which it succeeds in revealing ever new hidden ~

impliCAtiQns of past decisions.
Statutory law is not essentially different in this

respect fDem case law. There have been resolute attempts to

~od if,1' t he Ie""co completely th"t it ahouLd cover all future

contingencies withOlltrecourse to new interT.l,ret~ti')nsby the

cour-ts, but these have always failed. A code of law CAnnot
~ICJ..

f'unet ton 1"l"tionRllyexcep t by ndmitting thnt it QQJlt~1Qil an

indefinite range of unpl'edictablp.oonseQuences in respect to
~t-&U.'lnforese~Rbl~09se,

5. The oonjectural and indeterminate charncter
oorintellectu'll commitments which I hal:":xemnlified .\Me'

1..Hc .. 0

cr-meunder observation",by reflecting on post comrnitmenta.

~ithin the originRl com~itment situations, say of Copernicus

of Kepler, the grounda on which they reached their conclusions

appeared t~x~~xn~~~txR17 fUlly to justify these Bnd to them

/8 g
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solution of later scientific problems. 187
A’ continuously creative process is 'similarly constituted

byÿthe Common Lav in respect to

oroblems. It is based on the assumption that the

correct decision ofl any new case brought into court can be
ti **found by extending *Athe practice embodied in previously

dec!c\ed c*ses« This/prÿctic* 1b brought to light for the

purpose of the case in hand by regarding against the back-
ftA.

ground of paEt decisions. JVis analysed in terms of

similarities which tend to assimilate it to some and of

differences which discriminate it from other, relevant pre¬

cedents. This process is creative 8nd continuous to the

extent to which it succeeds in revealing ever new hidden

implications of past decisions.

Statutory law is not essentially different in this

respect from case law. There have been resolute attempts to

modify the law so completely that it should cover all future

contingencies without recourse to new interpretations by the

courts, but these have always failed. A code of law cannot

function rationally except by admitting that it contains an

indefinite range of unpredictable conseouences in respect to

unforeseeable or.sea.

5. The conjectural and indeterminate character

of intellectual commitments which I hove exemplified frmsr

crme under observationÿby reflecting on pn3t commitments.

'"ithln the original commitment situations, say of Copernicus

of Kepler, the grounds on which they reached their conclusions

appeared tsjxÿRxxxsreixsiy fully to justify these and to them
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their conclusions seemed to

fmr their inferences involved an elem
their claims must appear on reflection to hAve been ultra vires,

of personal jUdgement.
Without this personal force e would not have yielded
the conclusions which were arrived at these conclusions

could not have been invested with precio s surmises of which
U to

their formulators themselves were unaware. those who were
4..:.~

exercising this personal judgtment t*L..ravnecess~ry act,
t.tbecause it ~AcompletelY determined by their responsibility

in respect to the situation confronting them. As, or insofar
~as/they ~ acting responsibly, their personal participation

, ~
in drawing their iown conclusions ~k completely compensated ~

(Mtby the fAct that /$ey ~ascribing a universal status to
().,f~the hidden knowledge which they w8~seeking to discover.

If on later re-considerstion it appears that the know-
ledge which an intellectual commitment WAS postUlating and
claiming to discover was rctually not there, the personal
participation of the discoverer in drawing his errone~ous
conclusions is reduced in our eyes to the level of mere......a...,.a;....~
SUbjectiVity. IfLhiS formulation turns out to be inAdequate in
the opposite sense, AS was tgat of Columbus who claimed less
than he hp.ddiscovered, then we recognise on the contrary that

r(i~~the explorer had made contact with xl. deeper than he
himself realised~

,. But what if we reflect on the justification of
/'

intellectual commitment in general? I have argued this question
indirectly in the previous chapters by exposing the inadeouacies
of A ~itical urogramme which would acknowledge as valid only
declarations mAde with absolute detachment from personal

,factors and would classify accordingly all intellectual perfor-
mances in which our psssions and desires are necessarily
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If on later re-consideration it appears that the know¬
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claiming to discover was actually not there, the personal

participation of the discoverer in drawing his erroneyfous

conclusions is reduced in our eyes to the level of mere
&JL, £>4XM*

subjectivity. If/his formulation turns out to be inadequate in

the opposite sense, as was t&et of Columbus who claimed less

than he had discovered, then we recognise on the contrary that

the explorer had made contact with tfts deeper truth than he
A

himself realised.ÿ
C. But what if we reflect on the Justification of

intellectual commitment in general? I have argued this question

indirectly in the previous chapters by exposing the inadeouacies

of a -critical programme which would acknowledge as valid only

declarations made with absolute detachment from personal

factors and would classify accordingly all intellectual perfor¬

mances in which our passions and desires are necessarily
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involved as manifestotions of pure subjectivity. Having
subsequently postUlated - and ,substantiated up to 8 point -
the conception of commitment, any attempt to justify this

~conception(against e8@inet the critical position to which it
is repugnant must lie in a re-sppraisal of the inadequacies
of this position in the light of the new conception.

I can do this very concisely by tfking a strict~
formalised logical process as envisaged through the centuries
by Leibniz, Baplece, Boole, ~~t, Carnap, etc. a8 tbe
ideal of dispAssionate thought. This idesl necessarily took

the shape of reducing all intellectual operations ,to mathematical
terms. The complete formalisation of mathematics itself

(r)

should eliminate the last vestiges of indeterminacy from its
own system. I believe this programme to be logically

~fallaciousJ/preciselY inasmuch as it would eliminate all
personal participation in the performance of intelligent
actions. 4c: --..- ~.c1v:4 'N'W_~F~' ~~ rmalisation ~Q'Uld F.'1e/_ threefold. p 'h, 1) 6i1

.iK 'k designattla undefined terms 2).fit ,specif., unproveA,
, ,.kasserted formulae (axioms) and 3) of prescribed, the handling

of such formulae for the purpose of writing down new asserted
formulae (proofs). Throughout this process there prevails
the desire of eliminating what are called 'psychological'
elements. The undefined terms are not intended to signify

a.., --4U -- ~'anything, but are complete in themsclves~ unproven asserted
formulae are to replace 'stAtements believed to be self-
evident'; operations constituting 'formal proof' are intended
to replace 'merely psychOlogical' proof.

I regard such an attempt as fallacious for the
following reasons: 1) No undefined term can be introduced
without an explanation, given in ordinary speech and amplified
by some examples ot its use. Bztla ~ acceptance of a mark
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involved 88 mnnifestr.tions of pare subjectivity. Having

subsenuently postulated - and substantiated up to 8 point -
the conception of commitment, any attempt to Justify this
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conceptionÿagainst agoAnet the critical position to which it

is repugnant must lie in a re-appraisal of the inadeouacies

of this position in the light of the new conception.

I can do this very concisely by taking a strictly \
formalised logical process as envisaged through the centuries

by Leibniz, Baplsce, Boole, BiCbert, Carnap, etc. as the

ideal of dispassionate thought. This ideal necessarily took

the shape of reducing all intellectual operations to mathematical

terms. The complete formalisation of mathematics itself

should eliminate the last vestiges of indeterminacy from its

own system. I believe this programme to be logically

fallaciousj/precisely inasmuch ss it would eliminate all

personal participation in the performance of intelligent

actions. £*£ '%£*?**
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asserted formulae (axioms) and 5) of prescribtb.% the handling

of such formulae for the purpose of writing down new asserted

formulae (proofs). Throughout this process there prevails

the desire of eliminating what are called ’psychological’

elements. The undefined terms are not intended to signify

anything, but are complete in themselvesÿ unproven asserted

formulae are to replace ’statements believed to be self-

evident*; operations constituting ’formal proof* are intended

to replace ’merely psychological’ proof.

I regard such an attempt as fallacious for the

following reasons: 1) No undefined term can be introduced

without an explanation, given in ordinary speech and amplified

by some examples of its use. Byfcta ~fhe acceptance of a mark
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on pRper ~s a aymbol(that a) we believe that we can identify
the mark in v rious instances of it and b) thAt we know its
proper symbolic use. In both these beliefs we may be mistaken
Rnd they constitute therefore commitments. 2) In agreeing
to regard an aggregate of symbols as a formula we Accept it
AS something thpt can be sserted. This implies thAt we
believ~ that such an ggregRte seys something about something.
We expect to recognise thinge which satify e formuls as
distinct from other things which fail to do so. Since the
whole process by which our axioms will be satisfied is
necessarily left unformalised, our countenancing of it
constitute. an ct of commitment. 3) The handling of
symbols RPcDrding to mechanical rules cannot be said to be a
proof unless it carries the comviction,that whatever satisfies
the *k.m~.~axioms from which the operation starts will also
satisfy the theorems arrived at. 'Proof', as Ryle would say,
is a success-word. No handling of symbols to which we
refuse to sward the succes of having convinced us that an
implicRtion has been desmonstrated can be said to be a prOOf.
And again, the award of this is an unformalised process which
consitutes a commitment.

Thus at e number of points a formal syatem of symbols
and operRtions can be said to function as a deductive system
only by Virtue of1informalised supplements to which we accede
by personal commitment. Symbols must be identifiable and
their me ning known, axioms must be understood to assert
something, proofs must be acknowledged to infer something.
This identifying, knowing, understanding, acknowledging, are
unformalised operations op which the operation of .xx a
formal system dependa. We may call them the semantic functions

1 “
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on paper PB a symbolÿthat a) we believe that we cnn identify

the merle in various instances of it and b) that we know itB

proper aymbolic use. In both theae beliefs we may be mi8taken

and they conatitute therefore commitments, 2) In agreeing

to regard an aggregate of symbols as a formula we accept it

na something that can be asserted. This implies that we

believe that auch an aggregate aaya something about something.

We expect to recognise things which satify a formula as

distinct from other things which fail to do so. Since the

whole process by which our axioms will be satisfied is

necessarily left unformalised, our countenancing of it

constituted an act of commitment, 3) The handling of

symbols according to mechanical rules cannot be said to be a

proof unless it carries the conviction,that whatever satisfies

the JtkffBXKoui axioms from which the operation starts will also

satisfy the theorems arrived at, *Proof', as Ryle would say,

i8 a success-word. No handling of symbols to which we

refuse to award the succes of having convinced us that an

implication has been desmonstrated can be said to be a proof,

And again, the award of this is an unformalised process which

consitutes a commitment,

Thus at a number of points 8 formal system of symbols

and operations can be said to function as a deductive system

only by virtue of tlnformalised supplements to which we accede

by personal commitment. Symbols must be identifiable and

their meaning known, axioms must be understood to assert

something, proofs must be acknowledged to infer something,

This identifying, knowing, understanding, acknowledging, are

unformaiised operations on which the operation of wii a

formal system depends. We may call them the semantic functions
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the ror~l system,which ere perrormed by e person with
thp rorm~l sy~tem if the person commits himself to

Formalisation CAn be extended to hitherto
semAntio opp.rations,but only if the resulti formal

system in its turn rely on hithsrto unformal1~ semsnt1c
supplements. The legitimate purpose of formali~~on lies
in of informAl functions to wha;twe believe to
be more limited obvious operations; but t is nonsensical
to aim at their

Mathematical ued to reveal in

(

the past ever new hidden
premisses. Godal's work

hitherto accepted

> is inherent in
hat suoh indeterminacy

hioh oomprises er1thmet1cs.
The ass umnt ion never be demonstrated
exoept by resorting to
the cons1stenoy is not

assumptions of whioh
It has happened in

the whioh wer to be
be so; for e

system of formal had hitherto n believed to

( be oonsistent, s proved self-contradiotory
disoovery thAt class of all classes which 8r members
of themselv could be formulated in this system.

is not self-consistent
since such a system implies any proposition;

left in serious doubt aa to whether this 1s so
would obviously be impossible if we were fUlly aware

7f the implioAtions of the formal system which we are postulsti

we
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)f the formal system,which are performed by a person with tl

ard of the formal system if the person commits himself to

theih use. Formalisation can be extended to hitherto unfor-

maliseX semantic operations, but only if the resulting formal

system cah in its turn rely on hitherto unformalisÿd semantic

supplements\ The legitimate purpose of formalisation lies

in the reducti\n of informal functions to whay'we believe to
v /

be more limited Apd obvious operations; but ,it is nonsensical

to aim at their elimination. /
Mathematical discovery has continued to reveal in

\ /
the past ever new hldderkimplicationÿ/of hitherto accepted

premisses. GSdel's work h\s Shown /chat such indeterminacy

is inherent in any formal system/which comprises arithmetics.

The assumption of its consistejftjur can never be demonstrated

except by resorting to a wider seKof assumptions of which

the consistency is not yeÿ demonstrated. It has happened in

the past that formal systems which werev believed to be

consistent turned out/Aot to be so; for example Frege’s

system of formal lo£ic which had hitherto been believed to

be consistent, wg's proved self-contradictory DV Russell's
discovery that/the class of all classes which er\not members

of themselves could be formulated in this system, 'tf a

formal system is not self-consistent its implic8tions\ire
boundless since such a system implies any proposition; yÿt

we ere left in serious doubt as to whether this is so or ?fcpt.

Thtÿwould obviously be impossible if we were fully awpre

Of/the implications of the formal system which we are postulatil

hi !
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of the formal s:st.e-n,whf.ch are parf'orr-edb" a per-son "Ti th t.he

&id of che formal systen if the person c0rr~it3 himself 00 their
use. Formalisation can be extended cO hitherto unformalised
se~antic operations, but only if the resulting formal sjstem can
in its turn rely on hitherto unformalised semantic sup lements.
The legitinate purpose of formalisation lies in the reduc~ion of
informal functions to vThatwe believe to be more limited and
ob~ious operations;
elimination.

but it is nonsensical to aim a t their

4he indeter'ninacy of mathematical beliefs is indeed

• apparent from the direct oPservat on of mathcDatics • hathematical
discovery has continued to reveal in the past ever new hidden
implications of hithero accepted premisses. G~dells work has
shown that such indeterminacy is essentially inherent in any formal
system which comprises arithmetics. rhe consiscencJ of such a
system can never be demonstrated except by resorting to a wider
set of assumptions of which the consistency is not yet demonstrated.
Nor can we feel confident about our intuitive judgment in this
respect. It has happened in the past that formal systems "'hich
ver e believed to be consistent turned out not to be so; fo~
example Freze's system of formal logic which had hitherto been

( believed to be consistent, vra s proved self-contradictory by
Russell's discovery that the class of all classes which are not
members of.theDlselves could ... be formulated in this system.
~ ~f a formal s:scem is not self-consistent, its implications
are boundless since such a system implies any proposition; and
yet we find that we are necessarily uncertain as to whether that
is so or not. ~his uncertainty shows that we can never be a are

1of more than e;tn f.ns.igntf'Lcarrtfraction of the implications entailed
in a formal syste whi ch vTe are postulatir.:>~

7. Our conception of comoit~ent has helped us to recognize
the residue of personal pavt i cLpat.Lonthat remains inherent in the
most completely formalised system of intellectual per f'or-raanceand
this in its turn has \'lidened our

I,
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of the formal system, which are performed by a person with the

aid of the formal system if the person commits himself to their

use. Formalisation can oe extended to hitherto unformalised

semantic operations, but only if the resulting formal system can

in its turn rely on hitherto unformalised semantic supplements.

The legitimate purpose of formalisation lies in the reduction of

informal functions to what we believe to be more limited and

obvious operations; but it is nonsensical to aim at their

elimination. 7”ÿrU.U Cf\ : < •• •

’

• Che indeterminacy of mathematical oeliefs is indeed

apparent from the direct observation of mathematics. Mathematical

discovery has continued to reveal in the past ever new hidden

implications of hithero accepted premisses. Gbdel's work has

shown that such indeterminacy is essentially inherent in any formal

system which comprises arithmetics. The consistency of such a

system can never be demonstrated except by resorting to a wider

set of assumptions of which the consistency is not yet demonstrated.

Nor can we feel confident about our intuitive judgment in this

respect. It has happened in the past that formal systems which

were believed to be consistent turned out not to be so; for „

example Frege's system of formal logic which had hitherto been

believed to be consistent, was proved self-contradictory by

Russell's discovery that the class of all classes which are not

members of.themselves could be formulated in this system.

4*a formal system is not self-consistent, its implications

are boundless since such a system implies any proposition; and

yet we find that we are necessarily uncertain as to whether that

is so or not. ihis uncertainty shows that we can never be awareiof more thandn insignificant fraction of the implications entailed

in a formal system which we are postulating.

7. Our conception of commitment has helped us to recognize

the residue of personal participation that remains inherent in the

most completely formalised system of intellectual performance and

this in its turn has widened our

i: '
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conception 01'commidlment. r:mmi tment has been taken to includl

beyond the conscious deliberation 01'a problem the more

primitive act of accepting a particular idiom 8S a means of

articulation. I went to confirm this extension now snd

examine how it modifies the characteristic features of commit--z:ment. HAn explicitl conclusion can be drawn responsibly and

it constitutes a commitment precisely to the extent to which

it rests on the thinking person's own ultimate responsibility.

But we do not accept the multiplication table by any such

resp~nsible act. ~e learn to speak and to count as children,

and acquire at the same time the whole conceptual 1'ramework

embodied in language and numbers, without ever making 8

deliberate intellectual decision. Weare guided instead by

placing our confidence in the adults whose utterances we try

to underrt~nd and imitate. Our innate girt of speech makes

us assume that these utterances are identifiable and consistentl

express a true meaning. This is a 1'ar-reaching commitment

which we must enter as children if we are ever to learn to

speak, count and think artiCUlately, but this acceptance 1s
in3tinctive and not responsible •

Zvery mental process by which 1I1esurpass the am.raal.s

is rooted in this early apprenticeship by wh.ich the child absorbs

the idiom of the COIDmlli"ityto 1I1hichit is Dorn and indeed aDsorbs

the whole cultural heritage to 1I1hichit succeds oy oirth. Yet

each of us Cffil be brought up only in one specific system of

traditional beliefs.:; All our t~in~ing presupposes at its inception

our unqualified acceptance of one specific idiom of oeliefs, and

this remains logically anterior to all our articulate tho-.ght and
adopt.

deter-,dnes the scope of all explicit convic-cions wh.i ch vie may ever/
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conception of committment. Commitment has been taken to includ<

beyond the conscious deliberation of a problem the more

primitive act of accepting a particular idiom as a means of

articulation. I want to confirm this extension now and

examine how it modifies the characteristic features of commit¬

ment. An explicit/ conclusion can be drawn responsibly and

it constitutes a commitment precisely to the extent to which

it rests on the thinking person's own ultimate responsibility.

But we do not accept the multiplication table by any such

responsible act. <sWe learn to speak and to count as children,

and acquire at the same time the whole conceptual framework

embodied in language and numbers, without ever making a

deliberate intellectual decision. We are guided instead by

placing our confidence in the adults whose utterances we try

to underrtand and imitate. Our innate gift of speech makes

us assume that these utterances are identifiable and consistent!

express a true meaning. This is a far-reaching commitment

which we must enter as children if we are ever to learn to

apeak, count and think articulately, but this acceptance is

instinctive and not responsible.

Every mental process by vhich we surpass the animals

is rooted in this early, apprenticeship by vhich the child absorbs

the idiom of the community to which it is born and indeed absorbs

the whole cultural heritage to which it succeds by birth. Yet

each of us can be brought up only in one specific system of

traditional beliefs.ÿy All our thinking presupposes' at its inception

our unqualified acceptance of one specific idiom of oeliefs, and

this remains logically anterior to all our articulate thought and
adopt.

determines the scope of all explicit convictions vhich we nay ever/
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I have illustrated before in Lectures 7-9 how narrow are in

consequence of this specifically committed condition of the

V hwnan mind the limits within which our powers of disbelief,
1--~~""<V JJIA~~
countenance the fact that all our

priori on the acceptance of a particUlar

system of beliefs which are chosen for us from many other

different systems by the mere accident of our birth! From
I~

the point of view of a critical philosophy thisiwould reduce

all our convictions to the mere products of a particUlar

pIece end time~ But to e believer in the justification of

deliberateJi.telle~tual commitments our acceptance of these
Ac~~ 01AJL
1ft.. a ••• personal eXistetee w1l1 appear as • tr3ee,sa."'1
(,trf rda .(,,;vf..l .dJ:. OWl- I

fi~ten?' ul .."ael1berate commitments in. a sphere of lesser

consciousness ~e child which is prompted to listen and

ac~uire the speech And concpetions of adults is an active

intellectual centre. nlough its efforts are not conducted

delibebately, they are yet the intellectual gropings of a

person in search of a valid result. ~is process fUlfils
~

in my belief the purpose of the Child's mental powerstia the

circumstAnces of its upbringing and shOUld be relied upon

to oper8te within this framework, just ss we rely on our

own personal jUdgement for the solution of consciously

envisaged problems. As I acknOWledge ~i~~cess of

discovery the gap between the evidence and the conclusions
......",t.

which I draw from them,Laccount~for my bridging of this

gap in terms of my personal responsibility, so also will I

acknowledge that in childhood I have formed my most fundamental

beliefs by exercising my native intelligence within the

Bocia1 mili~of n particuler place and time. I shell submit

to this fact as defining the conditions within Which I am
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I have illustrated before in Lectures 7-9 how narrow are in

conseouence of this specifically committed condition of the

human mind the limits within which our powers of disbelief

can operate,
*?A—» Wr<AUÿ 7/

con we countenance the fact that all our

thoug&life ore grounded s priori on the acceptance of a particular

system of beliefs which are chosen for us from many other

different systems by the mere accident of our birthi From
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all our convictions to the mere products of a particular
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acquire the speech and concpetions of adults is an active

intellectual centre. Though its efforts are not conducted

deliberately, they are yet the intellectual groplngs of a

person in search of a valid result. This process fulfils

in my belief the purpose of the child's mental powersÿ** the

circumstances of its upbringing and should be relied upon

to operate within this framework, just as we rely on our

own personal judgement for the solution of consciously

envisaged problems. As I acknowledge in/the'' process of

discovery the gap between the evidence and the conclusions

which I draw from thera,ÿ/accountfaÿfor my bridging of this

gap in terms of my personal responsibility, so also will I

acknowledge that in childhood I have formed my most fundamental
beliefs by exercising my native intelligence within the

social mili£K,of a particular place and time, I shell submit

to this fact as defining the conditions within which I am
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called upon to exercise my responsibility.

::/ o..eco 4.... ~
l r it i impossible to hold myself responsible beyond

~~ 11m1t. To ask how I would think it'I were brought up
outside any particular society is as meaningless BS to osk how
I would thi~k if I were born in no particular body, relying on
no partioular sensory and nervous organs. I believe therefore
th~t ns I am oalled upon to live and die in this body, struggling
to satiefy its desires, reoording my impressions by aid of
such sense org ns as it is equipped with, and rcting through
the puny machinery of my brain, nerves and muscles, so I am

•

(

called upon Iso to aoquire the instruments of intelligence
from my early surroundings and to use these partioular instruments
to fulfil the universel obligations to whioh I a~ subject. A
sense of responsibility within sitaations requiring deliberate

(

decisions requires BS its logical oomplement a sense of calling
in respect to the processes of intellectual growth which are

.,."'""Uhf Iits~logical anteceJdents.
8. ~ben I first started oonstructing the ooncept of

commitment I sain that it would apply eventually to all levele
of intellectual performances. Its extension from deliberate
jUdgements to innate intelligent impulses achieves part of
this programme and points at its further fulfilment. The

• I

line on which we have entered should take us even further and
I extend commitment in its widest sense beyond any hitherto

recognised intellectual performance. For once our innate
~ urges are accepted as conditione of our calling, we ahall have

..-~ "'<.n.

to inclUde BS theLcompra~ive form orico mitment the whole
co..ttordered array of processes occurring withinLliving organisms,

~ -<>4U 4-<.,a. ,~.
, By *~iea t~aJBPa 88~Ut't~t.~~8 8~eftsn~per~a even beyond

~ '~~thot th~l~h~~c~e~c order which gave rise to these organisms
\,.. This genera11s8tion shall be sketched in only b f

15
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called upon to exercise my responsibility.
v/

for it i£ impossible to hold myself responsible beyond

tkira- limits. To ask how I would think if I were brought up

outside any particular society is as meaningless as to ask how

I would think if I were born in no particular body, relying on

no particular sensory and nervous organs. I believe therefore

that ns I am celled upon to live and die in this body, struggling

to satisfy its desires, recording my impressions by aid of

such sense organs as it is equipped with, and acting through

the puny machinery of my brain, nerves and muscles, so I am

called upon also Jro acquire the instruments of intelligence

from my early surroundings and to use these particular instruments

to fulfil the universal obligations to which I am subject. A

sense of responsibility within situations requiring deliberate

decisions requires as its logical complement a sense of calling

in respect to the processes of intellectual growth which are

iteÿ/logicsl antece/tdents.
8. When I first started constructing the concept of

commitment I said that it would apply eventually to all levels

of intellectual performances. Its extension from deliberate

Judgements to innate intelligent impulses achieves part of

this programme and points at its further fulfilment. The

line on which we have entered should take us even further and

extend commitment in itB widest sense beyond any hitherto

recognised intellectual performance. For once our innate

urges are accepted as conditions of our calling, we ahall have
C-UA,

to include as the/ÿcomprftwensive form of/commitment the whole
cut

ordered array of processes occurring withinÿiving organisms,
XI/Ui U*

■tfrg,-/' fruo oonot eu-efr anÿ/perhaps even beyond

that theÿwhole cosmic order which gave rise to these organisms

This generalisation shall be sketched in only by r/

\y
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few touches for the moment. We first caught sight of

commitment as the action of a person seeking pAssionate

satisfaction in something impersonal, something to be discovered

or Achieved outside the person. But all persons except God

are incertnate, and hence all commitment is of the body 8S

well ss of the mind. The commitment of the body is life itself.

It is true that the cravings of the body seek only its own

satisfaction and to this extent they are sUbjective. Thirst

anc hunger are sUbjective con«1tions and BO is alao the

[enjoyment of food and drink. But if we consider these self-
"regarding ends as given, ~ t~.~define e problem of 8.s -r
1 universal charec'ter. By its drives a. organism defines

,~ sUbjective aims and by ita functions exhibits a rational~~. ~
Solultion for'liiltJ.A liVing organism.ell'stil:lReone vast

stratagem. It haa grown from seed by A procession or changes

affecting in concert its thousands of seperate features.

Having achieved maturity these several features acquire the

stAtus of organs, each Undergoing processes which form psrt

of a comprehensive scheme carried out in t he service of the
indiVidual of whose body they form part. This body may be

said to live to the extent to which its parts are functioning
es elements in a joint operation. In animals these joint

operations are known as breathing, feeding, digestion, loco-

motion, procreation, to which in some animals are added the

regulation of temperature, lactation, voic~ production, etc.

Organisms function like machines ~nd their
principlec could no~ dOUbt be patented but for the objection

thet they are not novel. In deSCribing these functions, we

recognise these principles as universal and consider the

oreFnism as relying on them in the pursuit of its own drives.

Each element of the stratagem operBtes in the assumptions
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few touches for the moment. We first caught sight of

commitment ee the action of a person seeking passionate

satisfaction in something impersonal; something to be discovered

or achieved outside the person. But all persons except God

are incar|fnete, end hence all commitment is of the body RS

well as of the mind. The commitment of the body is life itself,

It is true that the cravings of the body seek only its own
satisfaction and to this extent they are subjective. Thirst
and hunger are subjective conditions and so is also the

enjoyment of food and drink. But if we consider these self-
' regarding ends as given, ***9 thfcWdefine a problem of a

1 universal character. By its drives a* organism defines
subjective aims and by its functions exhibits a rational

<Jolutftion for/£*. A living or&anlsnusahÿieG one vast
stratagem. It has grown from seed by a procession of changes

Rffecting in concert its thousands of seperate features,

Having achieved maturity these several features acquire the

status of organs, each undergoing processes which form part

of a comprehensive scheme carried out in t he service of the

individual of whose body they form part. This body may be
srid to live to the extent to which its parts are functioning
as elements in a joint operation. In animals these joint

operations are known as breathing, feeding, digestion, loco¬
motion, procreation, to which in some animals are added the
regulation of temperature, lactation, voice production, etc.

Organisms function like machines and their
principles could no0 doubt be patented but for the objection

that they are not novel. In describing these functions, we
recognise these principles as universal and consider the
organism as relying on them in the pursuit of its own drives.
Each element of the stratagem operates in the assumptions
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thAt the others will support it and eaoh step of the seQuenoe
is taken in the hope that the next will follow on it. Risk¥-ox iis of t.heeaaence of stratagem. The 1bll~81" the organism,
the more involved is its plan of aotion and the more oompletely
does eFoh section of it~ ...f.r- ••• 1n QPUQ8 ~R~ *1~8 .ely 89""'.t -: J.I:, ,iH... t_ .-- .c':'" '" ..-. ""'" .u.:.-". .. ......... Mft~'f"all 'the others for its IlSeflllnesBto the wholej the more Ilseleu/' fie- .t:LoA: ....t <$<.. ~ ~d.oeaBeem become in itself. t~e IllQPef"lJIW •• tthe living ~

.... 4.... ......... 1-14lcommitted to oomprehensive governing prinoiples of e
universel ntan~ing.

9. Thus we oan Bee the same fundamental atrlloture
of personal oommitment revealed on extremely diffsrent levels
with 8 oorrespondingly wide veriation of its internal balanoe.
TIlemost striotly un1versslised prooesses of inference. are
shown to rely ultimately on their inartioulate interpretation
by a peraon aocepting them, ,mKHMXR~xkiHX ••xtW.RHtX.ixp~imstS••x

,I,mx!_. and life pursuing ita self centred primitive urges is
shown to rely on universAl principles of technology; ~ ~

......'f'I' .Lk-.4lbetween the two~ the region of responsible
com~itment, made by persons who accept their own starting

point in space Bnd time as the condition of their own Calling;:;>
With this preliminl'lryoutline in mind we may now

return briefly to the problems to which our Bcceptance of
commitment in principle was intended to supply an answer.

I have started these Lectures by assigning to philosophy
the "Caskof voLcLnrrtoday o ir fundamental beliefs. 'rhrc 1 h the
first "GhreeLectures I surveyed all for@s of intelligence ~til
I reached a point "There the necessity for t lis fiduciar f'unctdon
of philosophy becan' apparent. It was when I mentioned various
forms of social lore, such as science, Law , etf. that my references
became clearly seen to be ambtguous unless I either subscribed to
the validity of science, law, etc., or dissented from it.

K
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that the others will support it snd each step of the seouence

Is taken in the hope that the next will follow on it. Risk
y i x

i8 of the essence of stratagem. uThe the organism,

the more involved is its plan of action snd the more completely

does each section of it/ in apaon mrt time ■ rely-et- ~

/all the others for its usefulness to the whole; the more useless
■CJL?sC **£ CUt, /U*.

does ea«h become in itself. £ The moite £ 4ÿ/the living

to comprehensive governing principles of a

universal standing.

9. Thus we can see the same fundamental structure

of personal commitment revealed on extremely different levels

with a correspondingly wide veristion of its internal balance.

The most strictly universalised processes of inference* are

shown to rely ultimately on their inarticulate interpretation

by a person accepting them, pnxiiKixgxfelxxxxifxKRnlrxRtfxjBxiailtlxKX

xxgRX and life pursuing its self centred primitive urges is

shown to rely on universal principles of technology;

between the two/.lo wae«ontoti the region of responsible

commitment, made by persons who accept their own starting

point in space and time es the condition of their own callingÿÿ
With this preliminary outline in mind we may now

return briefly to the problems to which our acceptance of

commitment in principle was intended to supply an answer.

I have started these Lectures by assigning to philosophy

the task of voicing today our fundamental beliefs. Through the

first three Lectures I surveyed all forms of intelligence until

I reached a point where the necessity for this fiduciary function

of philosophy became apparent. It was when I mentioned various

forms of social lore, such as science, law, et£. that my references

became clearly seen to be ambiguous unless I either subscribed to

the validity of science, lav/, etc., or dissented from it.
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Moreover, the PAli~fs ur1ch I ound myself holain!' in these
tte;rsWAre seen to be open to po erful cllallenf'es. vith this

problen in mind I fa.e cne postnlates f ob,ectivis. "licn required
that I should accept only such Deliefs as were imperson~lly

1J dfter-uned by the evidence, and gave r-oasons for rejecting this
demand as lor,ically absurd and as patently conflicting ~Iith l.he
nature of

/ delusions
my intellectllal passions. Turning away then from the
of oojectivism, I reduced my programme to the mere

expres ,ion of my own beliefs, whdLe demanding at the sale time
the liberty consciously GO declare these beliefs.

'rl"leconstrue tion of the concept of commitrnentwas
undertaken with the purpo so of establishing a satisfying rraraevcrk
for the affirmation of personal Deliefs with universal intent.

l~, Commitment is a primary undefined conception in which I believe,
and its construction is to be regarded as a fiduciary act of the
very kind which is covered by this conception. This act demonstratesS
its self-consistency by finding itself justified in its own result.
And as on further reflection my belief in comnutment ~rill always
appear satisf;ing to itself, the comprehension of this circularity
sets an ultimate limit to the self-transcendence of philosophic
reflection. For instead of indefinitely shiftin~ an ever open
problem within the regress of objectivist criticism, our reflections
now move fr Jm an ori'inal state of Lnt.e.Llectaal. conten..>lJnnentto a
succession of equally satisfying positions; so that by rising
above this movement and reflecting on it as a whole we 'ind its
continuance unnecessary~

vfuen reflecting on any, however humble, act of intelli-
"
,

gence - on the way I follow the flight of a bird or utter a word to
designate the bird by name - I always find myself in a state of
commitment, whence I conclude that even rithin any succession of
reflections my intelli~ence never operates outside a staoe of
commitmcmt • But I can r educe or increase my commitment in respect
to the same situation. I consciously increase it when I make up

>
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H Moreover, the beliefs which I found rayself holding

were seen to be open to powerful challenges. With this

problem in mind I faced the postulates of objectivism which required

I should accept only such beliefs as were impersonally

§ determined by the evidence, and gave reasons for rejecting this

eraand as logically absurd and as patently conflicting with the

nature of my intellectual passions. Turning away then from the

delusions of objectivism, I reduced my programme to the mere

expression of my own beliefs, while demanding .at the same time

the liberty consciously to declare these beliefs.

The construction of the concept of commitment was

undertaken with the purpose of establishing a satisfying framework

for the affirmation of personal oeliefs with universal intent.

Commitment is a primary undefined conception in which I believe,

and its construction is to be regarded as a fiduciary act of the

very kind which is covered by this conception. /This act demonstratesÿ
its self-consistency by finding itself justified in its own result.

And as on further reflection my belief in .commitment will always

appear satisfying to itself, the comprehension of this circularity

sets an ultimate limit to the self-transcendence of philosophic

reflection. For instead of indefinitely shifting an ever open

problem within the regress of objectivist criticism, our reflections

now move from an original state of intellectual contentment to a

succession of equally satisfying positions; so that by rising

above this movement and reflecting on it as a whole we . ind its

continuance unnecessaryÿÿ
When reflecting on any, however humble, act of intelli¬

gence - on the way I follow the flight of a bird or utter a word to

designate the bird by name - I always find myself in a state of

commitment, whence I conclude that even within any succession of

reflections my intelligence never operates outside a staoe of

commitment. But I can r educe or increase my commitment in respect

to the same situation. I consciously increase it when I make up

I
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my mind about a difficult problem, deliberately re,uce it when
I criticall. an 1) se the rounds on whi h I had formed by judgment.
The confirmation of a belief that I hold consists in re-co~liting
myself to it from a state of tentatively reduced com itment,

When I speak of science, law, etc. in a confident manner "
fully participating in the intellectual passion which upholds these
forms of social Lor-e , I grant them a univer sal standing vrhf.ch is
a reflection of my personal dedication to their support. Inasmuch
as all commitment is an actual or putative submission of ourselves
to somethinr not ourselves, its every act constitutes universalities.
But as I reduce my comrn,tment by abandonf.ng such major beliefs as
are embodied in science, law, etc., or merely tentatively abandon
them for the p irpose of anal:.sin!',the grounds on which I hold chem,
I dissolve the major universals constituting science, law, etc.
and replpce them uy others of a minor order, su h as constitute
merely a certain ran~e of observed objects, or desires, or impressions
of my senses. In doing so I question the appositeness of such
words as "knowl.edgeI, 'truth', 'explanation', 'justice', 'right I,

'bealty', while referring for this purpose unquestioningly to
objects, measurements, inference, desire, utility, power and the
like. According to the objectivist framework which I repudiate,
the unq~estioned targeLs of my reduced commitments are regarded
as given external data from which we must try to construct our
beliefs in science, law, etc. by impersonally operating rules.
This objectivist framework is abandoned here by reason of its
absurdity, on account of which it shows itself as either indefinitely
regressive or self-contradictory; but it is yet worth considering
how the objectivist formulation of validity is transformed when
re-stated in fiduciary terffis.

The relationship between the t\O points of view will
be ~ore readily reco~nisable if for the sake of expediency we use
for the purpose of our juxtaposition some of the expressions of

b) if
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my mind about a difficult problem, deliberately reduce it when

I critically analyse the grounds on which I had formed by judgment.

The confirmation of a belief that I hold consists in re-commiting

myself to it from a state of tentatively reduced commitment.
When I speak of science, law, etc. in a confident manner,

fully participating in the intellectual passion which upholds these

forms of social lore, I grant them a universal standing which is

a reflection of my personal dedication to their support. Inasmuch

as all commitment is an actual or putative submission of ourselves

to something not ourselves, its every act constitutes universalities.
But as I reduce my commitment by abandoning such major beliefs as

are embodied in science, law, etc., or merely tentatively abandon

them for the purpose of analysing the grounds on which I hold them,

I dissolve the major universals constituting science, law, etc.

and replace them by others of a minor order, such as constitute

merely a certain range of observed objects, or desires, or impressions

of my senses. In doing so I question the appositeness of such

words as 'knowledge1, 'truth', 'explanation', 'justice', 'right',

'beauty', while referring for this purpose unquestioningly to

objects, measurements, inference, desire, utility, power and the

like. According to the objectivist framework which I repudiate,

the unquestioned targets of my reduced commitments are regarded

as given external data from which we must try to construct our

beliefs in science, law, etc. by impersonally operating rules.

This objectivist framework is abandoned here by reason of its

absurdity, on account of which it shows itself as either indefinitely

regressive or self-contradictory; but it is yet worth considering

how the objectivist formulation of validity is transformed when

re-stated in fiduciary terms.

The relationship between the two points of view will

be more readily recognisable if for the sake of expediency we use
for the purpose of our juxtaposition some of the expressions of
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the objectivisL lan~ ~ e, even tho~~h these are not accepted
in their usu&l sense. In these somewhat loose terms we may
describe the relationship in question as follows. Objectivism
requires that the data should unfver ss.Ll.ydetermine the inferences
drawn from them; fiduciurism regards the e inferences as personal
commitments whf.ch ar1pllidedby the data in Lhe fulfilment of
universal intentions. )0Ht in the procedure of comr.dcment the wind
is warz-anted to exer ise much ampler powers than those by which it
is supposed to operate under ob ectivism, but by the very fact of
assumin~ this new freedom it submits to a higher power ~o which
it hee hitherto refused recognition. Objectivism is a flight from
responsibi11ty. Its ideal is to relieve us from all responsibility
for the holding of our beliefs: that is why it can be logically

\ expanded to systems of thought in which the responsibility of the
human person is eliminated from the life and society of man. In
recoiling from objectivism, we would acquire a nihilistic freedom
.of action but for the fact that our protest is made in the "ame
of hi her allegiances. vie cast off the limitations of objectivism
in order to fulfil our responsibilities in making up our nunds about~,.... ....the Vlholerange of -iatters \-lith which" wo properly concerned. ".1\

I have shown beA'ore that the roots of all our
( conscious comcutments go ba~k to the very process of living ~1d that

they are necess&rily circumscribed by the conceptllal framework in
which we were first brought up. These circumscances I have regarded
as defining the particular calling within which it has fallen to
us to exercise our responsible judgment. I should like to
conclude this Lecture and wieh it ~his First Series of my Lectures,
by reflectinr \'Tithinthis framework to the process of empi"'ical
inference, the critique of which at the hands of David {ume first
manifested the self-destructive tendencies of objectivism. The
cOl1nection existing between a sign and an event, or a cause and its
effect, could be established according to a strict rule only if
these were to be found recurring on aD infinite nu.ber of occasions
in an otherwi se unchangf.n:world. But in actual fa~t re have to
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the objectivist language, even though these are not accepted

in their usual sense. In these somewhat loose terms we may

describe the relationship in question as follows. Objectivism

requires that the data should universally determine the inferences

drawn from them; fiduciarism regards these inferences as personal

commitments which arejgulded by the data in the fulfilment of

universal intentions. .in the procedure of commitment the mind

is warranted to exercise much ampler powers than those by which it

is supposed to operate under objectivism, but by the very fact of

assuming this new freedom it submits to a higher power to which

it had hitherto refused recognition. Objectivism is a flight from

responsibility. Its ideal is to relieve us from all responsibility

for Jihe holding of our beliefs: that is why it can be logically

expanded to systems of thought in which the responsibility of the

human person is eliminated from the life and society of man. In

recoiling from objectivism, we would acquire a nihilistic freedom

.of action but for the fact that our protest is made in the name

of higher allegiances. We cast off the limitations of objectivism

in order to fulfil our responsibilities in making up our minds about
44

the whole range of matters with which properly concerned.

I have shown be-ÿfore that the roots of all our

conscious commitments go back to the very process of living and that

they are necess.'rily circumscribed by the conceptual framework in

which we were first brought up. These circums ances I have regarded

as defining the particular calling within which it has fallen to

us to exercise our responsible judgment. I should like to

conclude this Lecture and with it this First Series of my Lectures,

by reflecting within this framework to the process of empirical

inference, the critique of which at the hands of David Hume first

manifested the self-destructive tendencies of objectivism. The

connection existing between a sign and an event, or a cause and its

effect, could be established according to a strict rule only if

these were to be found recurring on an infinite number of occasions

in an otherwise unchanging world. But in actual fact vre have to
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dra\Iour in~erences in short time within a turbulent world f,ll
of unknown influences. So ve must;corne to a decision, or decide
not to co e to a decision, wi thout any strict rule as our ·uide.

As time go's cicking by we irrevocably commit each
second 0 it for all times. There is no escape from tru s
responsibili t;{. 'ach second in which we have not reached a
concl.usa.onvlillhave been used for ponder-Lngfurther on our
conclusions: and mcanwha.Le vche wor-Ld is pressing on, and while
it may pe ra~h to decide it nay be reckless to re~ain undecided.
oeen in this li~ht to problem of inductive inference becomes a
question of right action, to which we mlst answer accordin cO our
.conception of 'ehecondition of man. My answer is that we must

,

accept the obligation to commit irrevocably each consecutive
moment of our lives co convictions which we hold to be definitive,
Imowing that while we can never hope to arrive at universally
valid conclusions it is not demanded of us that we should achieve,
but only that we should ~ achiev~ this aim.
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draw our inferences in short time within a turbulent world full

of unknown influences. So we must come to a decision, or decide

not to come to a decision, without any strict rule as our guide.

As time goes ticking by we irrevocably commit each

second of| it for all times'. There is no escape from this

responsibility. Each second in which we have not reached a

conclusion will have been used for pondering further on our

conclusions: and meanwhile the world is pressing on, and while

it may bo rash to decide it may be reckless to remain undecided.

Seen in this light to problem of inductive inference becomes a

question of right action, to which we must answer according to our

•conception of the condi Lion of man. My answer is that we must

accept the obligation to commit irrevocably each consecutive

moment of our lives Lo convictions which we hold to be definitive,

knowing that while we can never hope to arrive at universally

valid conclusions it is not demanded of us that we should achieve,

that we should achieving- this aim.but only




